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Art show a firstfirst—
Christians
participate

I

No fear of flying

by ANDREW BELZ
The second-floor walls ooff the
Kresge Library have taken a
temporary
but
exciting
new look for the period be
beNotween October 19 and No
vember 14.
The art show, appropriately
"Genesis
named
“Genesis
Exhibition
1975
," is a totally innovative
1975,”
accomplishment
which
was
Covenant's
fired by the ideas of Covenant’s
own Edward Kellogg and TenTen
nessee Temple photography in
instructor Tom Kilpatrick. They
were joined by Ellen Zollenger,
Shirley D. Henley, Alan Wal
Walby RICHARD SAMS
lace and Malcolm Childers of
neighboring Christian colleges
Each individual room radiator in
Lee and Southern Missionary
Ci:irter
Carter Hall is now controlled
regu- in this first collection ooff works
by a steam valve which regu
photolates the temperature by a series by Christian artists and photo
of numbered settings, 1-5. The graphers from those schools.
o f the
. Kellogg’s
Kellogg's discussion of
settings can be turned to any
exhibition is easy-going. “We’re
"We're
desired temperature between 57
and we
friends," he says, “"and
and 79. When no heat is wanted, all friends,”
profesthe valve can be turned to a have a lot in common profes
sionally. We are talking, sharing,
minimum setting whereby only
attempting to understand the
warmth is generated through
place ooff art, and discussing
the pipes.
The steam valves were in
in- the implications of our faith
it." Kellogg has
stalled to conserve fuel oil . as to how we do it.”
because ooff its tremendous in
in- contributed three pieces himself
to the exhibit.
crease in cost.
What is a desirable student
Each radiator is equipped
reaction to such an experience?
with a tag which shows the
it," adds
temperature
range of
temperature range
of the
the num
num- “"II hope they enjoy it,”
"They might do well
bered settings. It should be Kellogg. “They
remembered that objects should to look at subjects, particularly,
and how they are treated in
not be placed on top of the
terms ooff lines, forms, textures,
radiators due to the intense
shapes, and colors—
the formal
colors-the
heat that is built up through
qualities.”
qualities."
the pipes.
In a recent Sunday feature
in the Chattanooga News-Free
Press, staff writer Jim Hazard
viewed the exhibition from
a slightly different angle:

. . . . . . . .--~-~ ~ r -

Saturday brought a swarm of
bright colored hang gliders to
the ledges ooff West Brow,
of
Georgia, just six miles south of
the college.
The occasion:
aa regional meet ooff Glider Sports
International, which as the name
implies, is an international hanggliding organization. The spon
sponsor:
Crystal Caverns from
Mount Aetna, Tennessee. The
competition over the weekend
was for qualification for the
World Cup, which the officials
at Crystal Caverns are hoping
will occur on Mount Aetna.
Above, pilot secures straps
before the three ste
p s-o ff the
steps-off
homemade platform, and into
oblivion.
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Have You
you notl
noticed?
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A

An attractive work ooff art
was woven by Mrs. Elsie Spencer
in loving memory of her hus
husband, Arthur. It was made for
Dr. Barnes because he admired
Mrs. Spencer’s
Spencer's work. He sugges
suggested the design
design which includes
the school emblem and the
school motto (("in
“in all things.
. .
things . ..
pre-eminent" (Colossians
Christ pre-eminent”
1:18).
l : 18). This hand crafted needle
needlework will be on display in the
Great Hall periodically without
limit, and then will be moved

to Dr. Barnes’
Barnes' office.
Details: Woven with natural
colored linen. Size 40/2, 30
ends per inch. Dukagong tech
technique, popularized by Sweeden,
but dating back to the ancient
Egyptians. Colored threads are
cotton, from France. Woven
on loom, except for outline
stitches and initials. Completed
May, 1975. Dr. Barnes hopes
to have a photograph made of
this work for Covenant College
postcards.

A break from the normal
routine ooff things took place
today as five hundred twen
twenty students and faculty members
put in 2,860 man hours in
Covenant College’s
College's annual Grub
Day.
Work ranged from painting
on campus and off campus to
maintenance
of the
Dade
County soccer field. A comcom
munity
project · was
per
performed at Point Park, cleaning
up picnic areas for the park
Participants worked
service.
from 8:00 til 3:00.
3:00.
The college saved approxi
approximately $6,000 by having stustu
dents voluntarily do projects
that would otherwise have to
be performed for the minimum
minimum
wage.
Grub Day director Mrs. Ginny Judd said that a steak dinner
would be given to all partici
participants tomorrow evening. The
dinner will be one of five dinners
this week where live enter
entertainment will brighten the
routine for Great Hall diners.

“Is
“Christian Art”
"Is it, then, "Christian
Art"??
No. It is art by Christians.
even
masterfully
Competent,
tal
executed,
creations
by
talented artists in different media
are exhibited.
A cynic, with his mind al
al-

Fishbone.
A work in
bronze by
Bob Garren.

ready set as to what kind ooff art
"Christians" could produce, will
“Christians”
be disappointed that there are
no poorly done cliche subjects in
the show.
Such a cynic may be sursur
won't
conprised, but he w
on’t be con
vinced
there is anything dif
different about the
works from
any other excellent show.
A Christian, expecting an ob
obA
"statement" in
vious
religious
“statement”
the works will also be disap
disappointed . . . . . if that is all he's
he’s
looking for.

Kellogg generally approves of
the Free Press’
ent ooff the
Press' treatm
treatment
show, but not entirely. The
entire article is available near the
exhibits.
“We are simply concerned
"We
about areas of life that we find
ourselves in,"
in,” Kellogg concluconclu
ded. “Yes,
"Yes, I think this can be
thought of
o f as a kind of witness
to the Chattanooga community.
Genesis Exhibition 1975 will
be transferred to Tennessee
Temple College on November 14
for a three-week appearance
there.

UPSHOT
UPSHOT
g giant
lumbering
To trip the lumberin
Acting on a recommendation by
of
o f Students, James
Dean
Life"
“Spiritual Life”
Thorne, the "Spiritual
committee of the board of
trustees asked that the board
viconsider the advisability ooff a vi
sit to the campus by a group
associated with the AACS/ICS
in Toronto. Members ooff the
group were to give four lecture/
seminar sessions which had been
body's
planned by the student body’s
Cultural Affairs committee to
take place at monthly intervals
Chrisand were to center on a Chris
tian perspective of aesthetics and
art. The board voted 23 to 1 to
cancel the proposed visits.
One assumes that the official
reason for the action was SySy
nod’s recently adopted stance
nod's
toward “"positions
positions taken hv
bv
-toward

AACS/ICS .
members” of the AACS/ICS.
members"
A disturbing aspect ooff the
tendecision, however, is its ten
polidency to determine college poli
cy toward the Toronto movemove
ment without adequate commucommu
nity discussion.
discussion . At no point
deliberaduring the rather brief delibera
tion were faculty or student
considered . The danviewpoints considered.
dan
ger, of
o f course, is the threat to
that old educational necessity
"Acadegoing under the rubric “Acade
resolumic freedom.”
Synod’s resolu
freedom." Synod's
tion was directed at churches
instiand not at the college, an insti
tution whose business is learning
discovery .
and discovery.
postThe AACS and its post
graduate Institute were founded
guidby able Christian scholars guid
ed bv
by the idea that the reforma-

tional task extends to every
area of creation. Christian schoscho
larship is not simply a matter
readof theology, followed by a read
disciing of Christ into other disci
plines, but rather a commitment
in each field to an uncovering
ooff God’s
God's creational norms. The
emphasis is on a Scripturallycredirected investigation of
o f cre
ation, a scholarship cleansed of
presuppositions and methods
naively taken over from secular
ex
thought. It is reasonable to exresponsipect that the prudent, responsi
eduble, academic policy of an edu
maxcational institution whose max
Christ's pre-eminence
im heralds Christ’s
willingin all things would be a willing
ness to give a fair, albeit critical
inhearing to those Christians in
-JP
volved in the same task.
—JP

Several questions concerning
o f the
the editorial policy of
Bagpipe have arisen in recent
weeks.
It should be remembered that
editorforr editor
Upshot is a column fo
ials. Bellows is a column of
o f letlet
ials.
ters addressed
addressed to
to the
the editor.
editor.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ters
This distinction
distinction is
always
not always
is not
This
easy to follow when both letters
submitted
and editorials are subm
itted at
author'ss convenience.
the author’
IItt has been decided, then,
life . In an academic that any letters 200 or more
Recently the Board of Trustees lines of boundary clear within duction of life.
by the body seems to prefer the institution like Covenant, we as words in length will be printed
ooff Covenant College dropped by
printed
“division” to that of students should expect that the in Upshot as editorials. A
to execute legislation on various term, "division"
letAny
n y let
“diversity.” One would think education we have purchased ter to the editor m
issues. One such measure was the "diversity."
must
ust be signed
decision to cancel the appointed that, among Christians, after would teach us how to think; to by the writer in order to be pub
pubvisits ooff a group of speakers a statement of formal rejection integrate scripture into all of lished.

what's more.
And what’s
more... .

among whom Dr. Calvin Seerveld is prominent. In chapel and
lobby talks set up throughout
this year, these men were to
bring to the Covenant communicommuni
ty their views concerning ChrisChris
appreciatianity and aesthetic apprecia
tion.
Setting a new precedent here,
the Board discussed and voted
for this cancellation without
having faculty representatives
present. Their reasoning for the
retrogression was based on the
recent acknowledgment by the
Synod of division between the
Reformed Presbytery and the
Toronto group. Although the
four speakers profess Reformed
faith, they are also associated
with the Toronto group.
There
group . Therefore, they may not come to
speak to this student body.
Perhaps we Presbyterians
should ponder this procedure
in light of principle as it reflects
an old problem. First, the precedent:
precerlent : the need to keep the

perof views, an acceptance of per
sons would be an appropriate
gesture. Our faculty is well
equipped to guide the students
in discernment. (This has been
displayed on occasions concernconcern
ing both Christian and nonChristian speakers.) However,
the vote was cast before any
faculty member was prepared
for the issue.

acaSecond, the principle of aca
demic freedom is at stake.
deSurely we realize the need to de
velop our skills in
in evaluating
the world views of others. Even
if the speakers of Dr. Seerveld's
Seerveld’s
group were heretics we ought
to be able to learn the differdiffer
ence. Sadly enough, some of
us who were fortunate to hear
Seerveld here two years ago
know that we will be missing
the chance to weigh his exciting
and well-sharpened views. For
one thing, he maintains that
rewithdrawn ·christianitv
Christianity is a re

life. Let us hope that we are
Covemoving away from seeing Cove
nant as the extended parent,
molding her children by telling
them what to think.

Finally, it is understandable
that in running a church-affili
church-affiligovernated school, problems of govern
ment are bound to arise. Besides
the peripheral matters such as
possible indifference and lack
of insight into Covenant life
caused by sheer distance and
infamiliarity between board and
faculty, there remains the old
problem: is Covenant College to
be run as a church or as a
school?
The faculty has written to the
advisory end of the Board in
appeal to this precedent-principle-problem. Meanwhile we, the
affected students, can be praying
for the increased awareness of
rethe higher-ups, if not for the re
scheduling ooff these fine speakspeak
ers.
-M
S
- MS
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On the other hand. •. •.
Remember the old high
school days? We never said in
so many words that we wanted
advice. But we did
did..
Those days were special
special,, for
we were learning independence
and being guided at the same
time.
Parents, teachers and
time .
preachers were not afraid to air
their opinions about the best
way for us to go.
Now we're
we’re in college, and
that has changed.
changed. What has hap
happened is becoming clear. We
children have screamed so loud
for so long in favor of a laissezfaire faculty and administration
that we have silenced our elders.
This has been our own doing.
We have naively suggested by
our reactions to any restrictions
put on us by the institution that
we want total independence.
This independence must begin
simultaneously with our college
careers, we insist. And so we
chafe under any yoke.
For this our natural, God-

given counselors are dreadfully
quiet. They have dusted their
feet and left our city.
And so we are left to flail and
fight among ourselves. We are
left to post and print naive
solutions to all our problems—
problemswithout
intervention
from
above. Our elders sit idly by
while we learn that we cannot
solve our own problems.
One suggestion is twofold:
twofold :
One, we must stop screaming,
and when we do, the adults must
come to our relief. \iaybe
Maybe they
should come before we stop
screaming, because the screams
will probably not die all at once.
The problem is very close to
home. Francis Halifax recently
spread his history for all to see.
Some appreciated it as history.
Others were offended by it.
One group said nothing.
Silence marked their reaction. It
rt
seems that so
someone
meone from the
twenty-five-and-over
group
could have said something. They

might have made any number of
comments—
warning
Francis
comments-warning
against dealing in such trivia;
presenting pat scriptural answers
to some of the dilemmas Francis
found himself in;
ap
in ; or simply approving of this sort of inquiry.
inquiry .
Instead,, Francis was left alone to
Instead
wallow in his distorted views of
youth. He had no clear example
to follow in his molding process,
and with good reason:
reason : he never
appreciated the examples when
they were there.
there .
Francis is just one ooff many,
however, who now needs a
direct word of encouragement not a dictate—
from a hoary head
dictate-from
as regards his or her specific
problem.
The idea is not new. The prepre
cedent has been set. Our small
insitution has thrived and will
thrive only if we learn the
lessons of practical ljving from
those who have supposedly
learned them already.
already .
- AB
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CATCHING
OP_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
CATCHING UP
'' of film
“world”
The ''world
By WILLIAM KAUFMANN
What does it mean for a ChrisChris
tian to approach the "world"
“world”
of film? To put it differently:
ap“ How does the Christian ap
"How
'world' as it preproach the ‘world’
pre
'world'
sents itself through the ‘world’
o f film?"
film?” True, the Christian
of
isn’t
“o f ’ the
isn't supposed to be "of"
isn't he also “"in"
world, but isn’t
in”
doesn't being in the
it? And, doesn’t
world necessitate an amount
of involvement and enjoyment
in
of it? Yet, in enjoying and involving ourselves with the
ten“world” , aren't
aren’t we then in ten
"world",
sion with God who asserts that
with
the world
ith him?
wortd is at enmity w
:4) Telling us to be
(James 44:4)
delivered from it? (Rom. ,12:2)
Are we then placed in an irir
reconcilable tension? Is there no
inresolution? Hard questions in
deed!
But, not altogether unanswerunanswer
able. However, before going on
to develop an answer, I think
it first necessary to speak more
about the nature of the world
ooff film.
Basically, I think film is the
o f the eyesight of
o f man,
focus of
as he has come to look at the
world he lives in. His interpre
interpretation of what he sees, and is
confronted by. The result be
being celluloid words expressing
one’s vision of the world. As
one's
such, certain frames contain the
premises of
o f one's
one’s thought about
the world, while other’s
other's might
be said to contain the conclu
conclusions. This being the case, I
think that the thoughts concon
tained in films
Films assert a logic of
sorts. Some more overt, some
less in their propositions. Yet,
I think that there is a logic ex
expressed nonetheless.
Now, with this basic (yet, I
confess very short) premise as
regards film in mind, I think that
some · general applications can
be made to the Christian’s
in
Christian's involvement in the world of film.
The Christian, as he approaches
the world of film is confronted
by the logic (of sorts) of difdif
ferent filmmakers. That is, he is
presented with certain "truths",
“ truths” ,
categories trapped and expressed
on celluloid. These are com
com-
ments to be, generally, either
believed or enjoyed. However,
here is a tension. How far am I,
as a Christian, to .g
go
o in believing
such truths, and what does it
mean to enjoy them without
being conformed to them? How
am I to avoid being taken astray
by sinful logic, and still enjoy
truths expressed'?
expressed'/ For it seems
criti
that some enjoy without criticism and are led slowly, (but
ever so surely!) away by a fallen,
perverted, logic into a non-biblical framework. While other
Christians in reaction to this
unthinking mentality seem to
reject truths presented out of
a fear that they will be led astray
by a “worldly”
enjoym ent. Thus
"worldly" enjoyment.
they appear to live a stoic ChrisChris
tian life, which is just as unbiblical. How do we stay biblical?

Scripture’s answer, or so I
Scripture's
believe, is that the tension is
there, and has to be lived in.
We are not allowed the option
of giving in to the world by
practicing an uncritical mind.
Nor are we allowed to escape
from it through unnecessary fear
living as unfulfilled, paranoid
Christians. We are to be neither
under-critical, nor over-critical.
To practice either is to reject
Christ (in some fashion.) If we
are underly critical, we might
be led astray from Christ by
embracing concepts which might
be true, but subtly laced with
arsenic." The pre“ conceptual arsenic.”
pre
"conceptual
mises might be true; but where
unthey lead to might be very un
true and unbiblical. And a ChrisChris
tian cannot follow generally true
categories to the conclusion of
a non-Christian commitment. In
fact, I recently found something
in the Old Testament which
seemed to suggest just this
l3
warning. In Deuteronomy 13
the Lord warns Israel that if a
prophet were to arise and tell
something which "comes
“comes to
pass”
“ true”) yet teaches
pass" (is "true")
rebellion against the Lord we
are not to follow him. Surely,
the New Testament teaches
this same fact when it warns that
Satan comes as an "angel-of“angel-oflight”
4 ff)
l: 14ft)
light" (II Corinthians lll:1
And that we are to escape this
subtle conceptual conformity
through an act of the mind
(Romans 12:
12:2)
2) However, if on
the other hand, the Christian
is overly-critical, he might also
be found to reject Christ. Since
the “earth
Lord's and
"earth is the Lord’s
the fulness th
e re o f’ (Psalm
thereof'
24:1)
don't want to be
24: 1) We don’t
guilty of rejecting him in his
truths and blessings wherever
they might be seen. We don't
don’t
want to get caught in the Colossian’s trap "touch
“touch not, taste
sian's
not, handle not,.
not, . .. ..”" (Col. 2:
I) Rather we are to enjoy
221)
“That
all of Christ, in all of life. "That
in all things (even enjoyment
o f this world)
of the things of
Christ might have the prepre
eminence.”
I: 18)
eminence." (Col. 1:18)
Continuing, I think the means
by which we are to escape from
having our thoughts conformed
to this world, while still enjoying
it is this. The Christian's
Christian’s call is
(or
to be developing the art (or
practice) of what I will call
“"thought
thought (or thinking thankthank
fulness”
fulness".. That is, we must
“truths”
always be presenting "truths"
found in films to God, in an act
of thought. We must always
be presenting truths to Scripture
for its possible (or probable)
re-interpretation . We must bring
G od’s thoughts to bear upon
God's
the logic of
o f the thoughts ooff the
world lest we be led aside to a
Innon-Christian conclusion. In
deed, after Christ prays that the
disciples be kept from the
“w orld” he asserts that the
"world"
means used to keep them from
the world will be the word (John

17:15-16).
15-16). Paul asserts the same
17:
Car.
l 2: 2 ad II Cor.
fact in Romans 12:2
enjoy10:5.
I0:5. There is to be no enjoy
ment of “"conceptual
conceptual candy,"
candy,”
as it were for the Christian
poslest he first wipe off any pos
ap
sible philosophical dirt. To appropriate truths without first
checking them out by Scripture,
is to risk spiritual sickness. And
conceptual medicine for the
Christian is the act of always
bringing the word to mind,
thus
o f the
thu.s holding the pull of
world’s
world's arm at bay, with the
strong arm of Scripture. (Rom.
12:2) Only after we have first

made up our minds to be careful
enough to try to hold the
world’s
world's conceptual arm at bay
with the arm of scripture,
may we then go on to extract
o f the
truths from the hand of
world as it holds them out in
offer to us. Either slapping the
hand, or taking what is ofof
fered, or perhaps taking only a
part ooff what is offered. Truly,
the Old Testament book of
Deuteronomy asserts this teach
teaching when it warns the children
of Israel: "Take
“Take heed lest
forget” and "Remember",
“Remember” ,
you forget"
in reference to what the truths

o f God mean.
and blessings of

In conclusion, may this then
be our goal, to practice more
“thinking thankfulthankful
and more "thinking
ness”
ness" as we approach the world
in the world of film. May we
be critical Christians who escape
conformity to the categories
of the world, by bringing God's
God’s
con
categories upon them to conform them (Rom.
(Rom. 12:2; II Cor.
10:5) However, may we also go
on to enjoy and be thankful
for the fulness of the Lord,
once we have been careful in
thought.

What you may have already missed
by NELSON HARD

Potts. Woodward, Wallach

THE EFFECT OF GAMMA
RAYS ON MAN-IN-THE-MOON
MARIGOLDS. Directed by Paul
Newman.
Joanne Woodward,
Roberta Wallach, Nell Potts.
The effect of a mother on her
two daughters is the theme of
of
this aptly named movie.
A
e, and set
theme,
haunting music them
portraythe mood for a pungent portray
al of people caught in a small
town desperation. Their lack of
of
hope, their lack of
o f future is
well brought out in the dissoludissolu
tion and dirt in which they live
and are reluctant to get out of.
o f hope is
The one murky ray of
the younger girl's
girl’s belief in the
future drama of
o f mankind, in
which God can maybe play a
role. The philosophy ooff the film
is basically humanist, but the
director shows his earnest search
for reality,
reality and truth in his por
portrayal ooff the characters'
characters’ dede
manifestaspondency as being a manifesta
tion of the malignant radiation
ooff sin and a deprived environenviron
ment.
It was a sad film, but it made
me thankful in a joyous way for
the redemption and salvation
that is possible, and is existent.

SPORTS
SPIRTS
Covenant's
Covenant’s
winningest team

Scots win fourth straight;
seek ninth victory

by LOIS CLOUGH

by BRUCE MACDONALD

Intensity and concentration
victory. Temple's
Temple’s home crowd
have proven to be the key words
sat in dismayed silence as they
for the Scots women’s
women's volleyball watched hot serving by Janice
team as their season has pro
pro- Boughamer and Kristi Caldwell.
gressed this month.
The eager young B string
Starting with an easy victory faced Temple for the second
against Bryan at home, (15-8
time at Trevecca on Saturday,
and 15-3), they next were soundly beating them 16-14 and
defeated 8-15 and 2-15 in a disdis 15-2.
Jeannie Lipsi led the
couraging match against UTC.
scoring with 10 points, after
At the final home exhibition,
which the A string confronted
confronted
featuring a tri-meet with Temple Trevecca. Maintaining concen
concenand Trevecca, Covenant fans
tration, the Scots upset the concon
witnessed lopsided play against
fident Trevecca team 15-8 and
14-4 in the first and third games.
the Scots as Trevecca jungled
its way to a 15-9, 15-12 victory.
conGood scoring by all players con
True volleyball was resumed
tributed to the gratifying con
conafter most of the
the· crowd left and quest. ·
Covenant rallied against Temple,
Covenant's women finished
Covenant’s
winning two out ooff three.
the break in fine style as they
Marcy Jones was high scorer for beat an intimidated Sewanee
the evening with a total ooff 19 squad 15-0, 15-11. A slim margin
points.
prevented the B team from
Fall Break saw the Scots tri
tri- similar success against Sewanee's
Sewanee’s
umph in all matches, beginning top players. Momentum gained
with Temple on Thursday night. over the fall break is expected
They played with consistency, to aid the Scots as they
slowly and methodically racking approach the important league 1
up
the points to
a 15-4, 15-10
tournament _o_n
on _N_ov_em_b_er--ll.
November 1.
u_p_t_he_p_oi_nt_s
t_o_a_1_5-4_,_15_-1_0...__to_ur_na_m_en_t

The Covenant College soccer
team has emerged victorious in
their last four outings, thus
placing their overall season rec
record at eight wins, five losses,
and one tie.
Although the Scots were left
on the short end of
o f a 2-1 game
against Emory, the decision
was later reversed due to
an ineligible Emory
player
Covenant fell behind in the
Emory game 2-0 and remained
scoreless until Dave Harding
drove home a head shot in the
second half. A foul called
against Emory with 39 seconds
remaining gave the Scots a
final shot at a tie. While Jeff
Warsing waited patiently, the
on
referee held a conference on
the sidelines. The ball was finally
put into play and Jeff booted
exit in, but, alas, time had ex
pired. However, justice prevailed
and Covenant was granted the
victory.

Don Harding put the Scots
ahead of Toccoa, 1-0, in the first
half, and after a flurry ooff goals
by each team in the second half,
Covenant came out ahead 3-2.
Control was the name of the
game as Covenant dominated
both ends of the field.
action at both
Despite the fact that it was an
away game which was played
in the morning on a wet field,
the Scots secured a much needed
victory.
A Fall Break match brought
victory against the University
ooff the South at Sewanee. The
final score of the game was 3-0
and once again the Scots domi
dominated play. Excellent defensive
play and superb passing enabled
the team to win convincingly
in a game which saw Chris
Lillie, Jay Stewart, and David
Harding scoring goals.
CoveThe most recent ooff Cove
nant's victories took place
nant’s
here on
on Saturday,
Saturday, when Jeff
Jeff
here

Warsing scored the Scots first
second
and
goals
against
Central Wesleyan. Jay Stewart
pounded the final goal home
for a 3-1 score. The mismatch
included a serious arm injury to
a Central Wesley forward in
the second half.
The team
proved to fans that they can
score with power.
The final game of the season
will be played on Scotland Yard
:00 on Saturday against
at 1
1:00
Berry College. No serious
injuries plague the Scots’
Scots' lineup
as Bryan Holland has recovered
rapidly from a leg injury received
Students
earlier in the year.
and faculty are urged to attend
Saturday's
The soccer
Saturday’s game.
team is to be commended for
the fine comeback they have
made this season and there is
no better way to say so than to
attend the game.
The Scots play fo
A IA ,
forr an N
NA/A
berth against Bryan today.

-------------+------------ ----------------

Toward
moderation

Injuries,
Injuries, youth
youth hamper
hamper '1arriers
harriers

by FRANK SMITH

This is the second hhalf
a lf ooff a
two part article which attem
pts
attempts
to bring athletics into slightly
better focus.
The first half,
printed in the Septem
ber 11
September
II
issue of
o f the Bagpipe, dealt
mainly with the positive as
aspects ooff intercollegiate sports,
considering the validity ooff
both bodily exercise and com
com-
petition.
Admittedly,
Aidlnittedly, there are areas of
conflict, where Christian ideals
hit head-on with certain situasitua
tions. I see these problem
problem
areas to be at least three in num
number, namely, the idea ooff compecompe
tition;
the high-pressure of
ount of
o f thne,
sports; and the am
amount
ttme,
money, and energy spent on
athletics.
In many cases, particularly
intense rivalries, actual hate
can be built up, not so much
towards the officials, but to
to-
wards the other side, and es
especially towards the fans. A
friend ooff mine who had done
much study in sociology and
psychology told me last spring
that this "resentment"
“resentm ent” can be
intensified by organized screamscream
ing led by the cheerleaders; al
although, of course, Europe and
South America have had their
fan problems; and, in all fairness,
I believe the cheerleaders here
do an admirable job. Neverthe
Nevertheless, such pitfalls exist, and
should be recognized as such
and avoided.
As the writer in the "Bellows"
“Bellows”
column recently stated, “"Losing
Losing
isn’t everything.”
de
isn't
everything." But, while developing God-given gifts to their
fullest,
fullest , we must also be thankful
for the ones He has given to
members of the opposing teams.
Also, even as we compete, we
must realize that
that. all of the so-

called "common
“ common graces”
graces" are
designed to lead others to
Christ and us Christians to a
closer walk with Him as we pro
proclaim this goodness. And when,
after expending great effort and
not bringing home the bacon,
we can thank God that we will
not be looked down upon as at
other schools.
In most sports, officials must
make crucial decisions every
moment. In many cases, this
leads
leads to
to intense
intense disagreement.
disagreement.
At starting gate
This type ooff pressure does not ,
usually add to one's
one’s sanctificasanctifica - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
Personally, I feel that sports
tion process! As Calvinists, we
should participate in athletic are over-emphasized here, and
contests in the same way in that one major reason why they
which we view life: we must receive such attention is that
strive for excellence, and know the college is concerned about
that God is sovereign over all, its image. After all, a 60%
whether it be the “"stupidity"
stupidity” shooting average from the floor
ooff a government official or the has always generated more ex
excitement than a successful or
"blindness"
or“blindness” of a referee.
impor- ganic chemistry lab experiment.
Physical exercise is impor
tant; "Christian"
“Christian” athletics can be A shut-out is always bigger
valuable; but how much priority news than a new interpretation
should these things take? In the of the American Revolution.
face of a rising budget, trimming I’m
I'm not placing the blame on
con- any one individual or group of
off the fat is a legitimate con
cern. Some have suggested that individuals, for we’re
we're all at fault,
no scholarships be given: we and we’re
we're all glory seekers,
.would
would then be "reduced,"
“reduced,” for whether for ourselves or for
the most part, to playing Bible the college.
Many folks can tell you
colleges and YMCA teams. As
it is now, we are many times baseball statistics. I can recite
frustrated as we go up against certain football bowl scores.
some- There is nothing intrinsically
fully-scholarshiped teams, some
thing which could not here be wrong with having hobbies and
done. Two questions need to be interests and knowing details
considered
considered:: should we ask SCAC about them. But where does
and NCCAA schools to volun
volun- most of our conversation con
contarily reduce the number of centrate?
Finally, as we participate in
rides;" and/or
“"free
free rides;”
and/or,, is our
participation in athletics to be or spectate upon sports, may
important
taken as such an im
portant part we thank our gracious God for
ooff our development as Christians talents He has given, while
and our witness that .we
we will con
con- realizing that life does not com
comtinue to sacrifice the science labs pletely consist of which way
the ball bounces.
for a ball?
bounces.
·

I
by KEN
KEN INGRAHAM
INGRAHAM
by
Injuries and an inspired Ten
Tennessee Temple team beat CoveCove
nant in a cross-country meet
here last Tuesday, by the score
of 25-31.
Philip Foxwell,
Fox well, a freshman
sparkplug on this year’s
year's squad,
watched from the sidelines as
Temple’s
Temple's Charlie Bear captured
first place honors. Don Hanna
ran his best race of the season,
and finished second. Each Scot
chased a Temple runner to the
finish line, as Dave Kay took
fourth, John Isaac a strong sixth,
Chip Struck eighth, and Ken
Ingraham eleventh. Guy Porcella, out for afternoon jog in
the Indian summer sunshine, fin
finished hand in hand with Frank
Smith, both tying for the
thirteenth spot.
Foxwell, winner ooff the
Covenant-Temple
meet
two
weeks ago, suffered from severe
shin pains. Coach A1
Al Mawhinney made the difficult decision
not to have Phil run minutes be
before the race—
race- after watching his
runner hobble through warm
warmups.
Foxwell did compete against
Lee College on Saturday, but the
harriers did not fare significantly
better. Lee swept the first four
spots followed by five Scots,

including Hanna, Kay, Chip
Ingra
Struck, Foxwell, and Ken Ingraham.
Final score: Lee, 35,
ham.
Covenant, 20.
Prior to Fall Break Covenant
ran in the Bryan Invitational
Meet, which usually means an
invitation to watch Bryan's
Bryan’s Tom
Potter take the first place trophy
in a breeze. The Scots covered
the 4.3 mile course well, grab
grabbing fifth place in a field of
seven teams. Bryan won team
honors, followed by Walter
State, Lee, Trevecca, Covenant,
Tennessee Temple, and the
“Monkeytown
slow-paced
"Monkeytown
Striders.”
Striders."
Covenant also journeyed to
Lee College on the Tuesday
before break for the first dual
meet with that much-improved
team. Lee won the first four
places on the asphalt course.
Dave Kay was first for the
Scots in a race of runner versus
natural adversities (i.e., scorch
scorching weather and a literal “dead
"dead
skunk in the middle ooff the
road”).
road ") .
Coach Mawhinney is prepar
preparing the young Scots for the
S.C.A.C.
S.C .A.C. conference meet, to be
held again at Bryan College,
College ,
November 1I .Godspeed, Scots
S c o ts..
. . ..

